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ABSTRACT 

Title : AN ANALYSIS OF DERIVATIONAL 

SUFFIXES FOUND IN EDITORIAL PAGE 

OF JAKARTA POST IN JUNE 2018 

Name : Annandhita Putri Rahayu 

Student Number : 1403046038 

 

 There are two primary types of suffixes in English. First, 

Derivational suffix and Inflectional suffix. The study is expected to 

provide and add some information which can help the teacher to 

improve their skill in writing. Suffixes is categorized here in a simple 

manner, it defined some categories: nominal suffixes, verbal suffixes, 

adjectival suffixes, and adverbial suffixes. This research used 

qualitative research method to identify and to describe derivational 

suffixes found in Editorial of The Jakarta Post in edition June 2018 

based on morphological analysis to improve the writing skills and 

abilities. The researcher has found derivational suffixes in the Jakarta 

Post of June edition 2018. Those are 4 types derivational suffixes, it 

contains 23 words of derivational suffixes. First, Nominal suffixes (2 

word using –ness, 2 word using –ity) and Denominal Suffixes (2 word 

using –al, 2 word using –ation, 2 word using –ment, 2 word using –

ial, 0 word using –ual). Second, Verbal suffixes (0 word Suffixes 

using –ify, 1 word Suffixes using –ize, 1 word Suffixes using –en). 

Third, adjectival suffixes (5 word using Relational adjectives, 2 word 

Suffixes using Qualitative adjectives). Fourth, Adverbial Suffixes (2 

word Suffixes using –ly. 0 word Suffixes using –ward, 0 word 

Suffixes using –wise). This research contributes and gives the 

knowledge about morphological analysis, especially in the analysis of 

derivational suffixes found in the Jakarta post June edition of 2018, to 

supported the student college in study morphology, grammar and 

teaching writing are fundamental and important to English study; it 

seems to need serious effort. All of them are relating to making good 

writing. 

Keywords: derivational suffixes,language, morphology, suffix,. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter intends to explain about the background of the 

study by the researcher in the research. It will explain the important 

thing using language and tell about the studies that tells about 

language. 

A. Research Background 

In the world, people use language to communicate with 

others. It is the most important means of communication of human 

beings. People use language as the medium of expressing ideas, 

feeling, and thoughts as Allah states about the variety of  it in 

Surah Ar-Rum verse 22:
1
 

 

 

 

“And of His signs are the creation of the heavens and the earth, 

and the diversity of your languages and colors. Surely there are 

signs in this for all mankind. (Ar-Rum: 22)”.  

In Surah above, Allah shows us the signs of His authority 

through differences of the tongue. It means a language. People 

have different language in the world, as it is influenced by the 

location. People who live in different location, they have different 

                                                           
1 Mahmud Y. Zayid, The Quran: An English Translation of the Meaning of 

the Quran (Lebanon: Dar Al-Choura, 1980). 
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language. They have to cooperate with one another to complete 

the necessities in their life by using language in their daily life.  

According to Longman Dictionary of Applied Linguistics, 

language is the system of human communication using a 

structured arrangement of sound (or their written representation) 

to form a larger unit, e.g. morphemes, words, sentences.
2
 As we 

can see, nowadays, most people in the world use English. It is an 

international language to  communicate which it used to interact 

with other people around the world.
3
 Language is not only focused 

on English but also there are so many studies.  

One of the studies that tells about the language is linguistics, 

it mostly studies only signs the consist of just one sentence. In 

linguistics, language signs are constituted of four different levels: 

phonology, syntax, semantics and morphology.
4
 

Phonology is the study of the patterns of sounds in a 

language and across languages. Put more formally, phonology is 

the study of the categorical organization of speech sounds in 

languages; how speech sounds are organized in the mind and used 

                                                           
2 Heidi Weber Jack Richard, John Platt, Longman Dictionary of Applied 

Linguistic (England: Longman, 1958). 

3 Bartleby, „Essay on English Language: The International Language‟, 

Www.Bartleby.Com, 2019 <https://www.bartleby.com/essay/English-Language-The-

International-Language-PKJDHL6STJ>. 

4 Marcus Kracht, Introduction to Linguistics (Los Angeles: California 

University Press, 2007) <https://linguistics.ucla.edu/people/Kracht/courses/ling20-

fall07/ling-intro.pdf>. 
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to convey meaning.
5
 In linguistics, syntax is the set of rules, 

principles, and processes that govern the structure 

of sentences (sentence structure) in a given language, usually 

including word order. The term syntax is also used to refer to the 

study of such principles and processes. Semantics is 

the linguistic and philosophical study of meaning, in language, 

programming languages, formal logics, and semiotics. It is 

concerned with the relationship between signifiers 

like words, phrases, signs, and symbols and what they stand for, 

their denotation. Semantics contrasts with syntax, the study of the 

combinatorics of units of a language (without reference to their 

meaning), and pragmatics, the study of the relationships between 

the symbols of a language, their meaning, and the users of the 

language.
6
 Morphology is the study of words, how they are 

formed, and their relationship to other words in the same 

language.
7
 It analyzes the structure of words and parts of words, 

such as stems, root words, prefixes, suffixes. 

A stem is the part of a word that contains no inflectional 

morphology; it consists of the root plus any derivational 

                                                           
5 Eleanor Collier, „Phonology – All About Linguistics‟, Wordpress 

Encyclopedia (Wordpress, 2013) <https://all-about-

linguistics.group.shef.ac.uk/branches-of-linguistics/phonology/>. 

6 Wesley C Kitcher, Philip; Salmon, Scientific Explanation (mineapollis: 

University of Minnesota Press, 1998). 

7 Stephen R Anderson, „Morphological Change‟ (Yale: Macmillan Reference, 

Ltd., Yale University, 2016) <https://cowgill.ling.yale.edu/sra/chapter12-

anderson.pdf>. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sentence_(linguistics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Word_order
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philosophical
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meaning_(linguistics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semiotics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Word
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phrase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sign
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symbol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denotation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syntax
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pragmatics
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morphology. So, root is always a single morpheme (by definition, 

a morpheme which is not an affix), a stem may consist of one or 

more morphemes. A root or stem is called bound if it cannot occur 

on its own without additional affixation; a free form is one that 

can occur as an independent word. In English, because there is 

relatively little inflectional morphology, most roots and stems are 

free.
8
 

A term often used in linguistics (and traditionally used in 

historical linguistics) as part of a classification of the kinds of 

element operating within the structure of a word. A root is the 

base form of a word which cannot be further analyzed without 

total loss of identity. In another way, it is that part of the word left 

when all the affixes are removed. In the "meaningfulness", for 

example, removing -ing, -ful and -ness leaves the root mean. 

Roots (sometimes referred to as „radicals‟) may be classified in 

several different ways.
9
 

According to Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics, David 

Crystal defines prefix as “A term used in morphology referring to 

an affix which is added initially to a root or stem.” A term used in 

morphology referring to an affix which is added initially to a root 

                                                           
8 Paul R Kroeger, Analyzing Grammar An Introduction (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press (CUP), 2005) 

<https://anekawarnapendidikan.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/analyzing-grammar-by-

paul-r-kroeger.pdf>. 

9 Frances Ingemann and David Crystal, Dictionary of Linguistics and 

Phonetics, Language, 2006, LXXIV <https://doi.org/10.2307/417640>. 
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or stem. The process of prefixation (or prefixing) is used in 

English, for forming new lexical items (e.g. para-, mini-, un-), but 

English does not inflect words using prefixes.
10

 Another definition 

it's like this: “One or two syllable additions at the beginning of a 

word that changes its meaning but do not change its part of 

speech.” Katamba defines prefix similarly: “A prefix is an affix 

attached before a root or a stem or a base like re- , un- and in-.”11
 

From all these said what is understood is that the term prefix is 

related to morphology, and it is a kind of affix. It comes before a 

root, a stem or a base and does not change the part of speech of 

that word. It is also a kind of bound morpheme, that is to say, it 

cannot be used in a sentence separately. It has to be used with a 

free morpheme. 

A suffix (also called ending) is an affix that is placed after the 

stem of a word. Some examples are case endings, which indicate 

the grammatical case of nouns or adjectives, and verb endings, 

which form the conjugation of verbs.
12

 So, we can know the 

function and the structure to make and giving example for our 

                                                           
10 Ingemann and Crystal, LXXIV. 

11 İsmail Fırat Altay, „Ways of Creating Prefixes and Suffixes and Foreign 

Language Teaching‟, Journal of Language and Linguistic Studies (Hacettepe: 

Hacettepe University Press, 2006) <https://dergipark.org.tr/en/download/article-

file/104664>. 

12 Wikipedia, „Suffixon‟ (Wikipedia Press, 2018) 

<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suffix>. 
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student soon, not just that we are too can analyze and make the 

good written to read for people and research. 

As the brief explanation that there are two primary types of 

suffixes in English. First, Derivational suffix which usually used 

in the addition of –ly as an adjective to form an adverb. It 

indicates what type of word it is. Second is Inflectional suffix 

which used in the addition of –s as a noun to form a plural. It tells 

something about the word‟s grammatical behavior. Based on those 

types, the researcher has given the example and giving practice for 

the reader, and the researcher also tries to separate and analyzes 

more specific about derivational suffixes in the daily news, one of 

them is the Jakarta Post. Actually we can learn the examples of 

derivational suffixes from other media. Such as books, videos, 

dialogue texts, etc. But I choose the editorial of the Jakarta Post as 

my study because its easy to find and there are a less grammatical 

error in the editorial. 

The Jakarta post is the most popular newspaper in our 

university; it uses the English language to serve their news. The 

Jakarta Post published in Jakarta of capital city Indonesia for the 

first time. So, the researcher is very interested in used the Jakarta 

Post in analyzing the certain direction to find out many 

derivational suffixes, to identify the forms and also to explain the 

function and meaning of derivational suffixes. 
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B. Research Question 

The problem investigated in this study is: 

1. What are the derivational suffixes found in Editorial of 

The Jakarta Post on June 2018?  

2. What are the functions and meanings of derivational 

suffixes presented in the Jakarta Post based on 

morphological analysis? 

3. What are the contributions of the research in 

vocabularies?  

C. Objective Study of Research Question 

Related to the question of the research above, the objectives 

of the study are: 

1. To describe of derivational suffixes found in Editorial of 

the Jakarta Post in June 2018. 

2. To analyze and identify the function and the meaning of 

derivational suffixes found in Editorial of the Jakarta 

Post in June 2018. 

3. To explain the contributions of the research in 

vocabularies. 

D. Significance of The Study 

This study carried out not only theoretically, but also 

practically by implementing some communicative activities. The 

result of the study expected to give significances to all who is a 

part of the educational institution. 
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1. Theoretical significance 

Theoretically, the results of this study expected to 

contribute to the study and development of derivational 

suffixes found in Editorial of the Jakarta Post in June 2018. 

2. Practical significance 

The results of this study expected to enrich the repertoire 

of knowledge and increase understanding for the reader of 

the importance of derivational suffixes. 

a. For the teachers 

The researcher hopes this study will give the 

knowledge about morphological analysis which about 

derivational suffixes found in the Jakarta post as the 

support the student in teaching-learning processes of 

English study. 

b. For the students 

The researcher hopes that the students who study 

morphology will understand more about derivational 

suffixes found in the Jakarta Post. The researcher 

main focused is to understand derivational suffixes 

processes. 

c. For the researcher 

The researcher hopes the result of the study could 

be useful to improve the teaching and learning 

process for her. It used to teach for her soon as a 

teacher of English study. 
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d. For the reader 

The researcher hopes that all of the thesis will find 

the value of analyzing derivational suffixes found in 

the Jakarta post so that they can find a more natural 

way to enjoy for the analysis. 

3. Pedagogical significance 

The study expected to provide and add some information 

which can help the teacher to improve their skill in writing; 

hence, the native speaker of English will not reject their 

writing because of the teacher has understood how to write 

well by using derivational suffixes. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

There are several research that done the reasearch which are 

related to writing on discussion text about suffixes. The researcher 

choose some previous study as comparison for each studies to another. 

A. Literature Review 

Many researchers have done the research in writing skill. 

Here, the researcher chooses some previous studies which are 

related to writing on Discussion Text. Those are: 

―A Morphological Analysis of Derivational Suffix in Obama 

Speech‖ by Hanum Fajrina Hanum  paper studies the words 

containing derivational suffix in Obama Speech Texts.
1
 The 

objectives of her research are to classify the lexical categories of 

derivational suffix found in Obama speech and to describe the 

meaning of derivational suffix found in Obama Speech. Type of 

her research is descriptive qualitative. The data are all words 

containing a derivational suffix that found in Obama Speech. The 

research finding shows 164 data of derivational suffix. They are 

classified into six alterations of lexical category as follows: 

Firstly, the lexical category of verbs change into a noun when 

added with suffixes -ation, -ion, -er, -or, -ee, -ing, -ment, -al. 

Secondly, lexical category of adjectives changes into a noun when 

                                                           
1 Hanum Fajrina, A Morphological Analysis of Derivational Suffix in Obama 

Speech (Surakarta: Surakarta Muhammadiyah University Press, 2014) 

<http://eprints.ums.ac.id/31054/>. 
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added with suffixes -ness, -ity. Thirdly, word category of nouns 

changes into a verb when added with suffix -ize, and -en. Then, 

grammatical function of nouns change into adjectives when added 

with suffixes -al, -ful, -ous, -less, -ly, -ive, -ishand-ic. Afterward, 

grammatical function of verbs change into adjectives when added 

with suffixes -ive, and -able. Lastly, the lexical category of 

adjectives changes into adverbs when attached with the suffix -ly. 

Based on this research, the researcher identifies the analysis word 

while this research focuses on the analysis derivational suffix. 

Similarly, both types of research implement the morphological 

analysis method in elaborating each data. 

“An Analysis of Derivational Affixes in The Land of Five 

Towers Novel by A. Fuadi Translated by Angie Kilbane‖ by 

Maharani Sri Aryati from Language education study program, 

postgraduate program Muria Kudus University.
2
 She used 

descriptive qualitative research where the researcher tries to find 

out the derivational affix and the roots from the words in The 

Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi without using statistical 

calculation. In her research, she uses all of the words that are 

attached prefix and suffix as the data. The data source is all the 

chapters which are the beginning of the story, raising the case and 

the solution in The Land of Five Towers Novel by A. Fuadi. From 

                                                           
2 Maharani S R I Aryati, Teacher Training, and Education Faculty, ‗An 

Analysis of Derivational Affixes in the Land of Five Towers Novel By a . Fuadi 

Translated By Angie Kilbane‘, 2014, 1–104. 
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the conclusion of her research, she suggests that to improve their 

mastery of vocabulary, the readers should apply the derivational 

affixes by breaking the word into its elements root and affixes 

because from one word they can get the structure of words and 

they also find how the words built. By knowing the roots, the 

readers can build the word by themselves. 

“Productive and Unproductive Derivational Suffixes in 

English” by Aneta Masiarova from Department of English 

Language and Literature, Masaryk University in Brno Faculty of 

Education.
3
 She deals with the topic of productive and 

unproductive suffixes in English. The English language has gone 

through many changes throughout the centuries. The languages 

that influenced it and contributed many words and affixes were 

mostly Latin, French, and Greek from the Old English period to 

the Modern English period. These languages have enriched 

English in many areas, and this thesis is focused on suffixation by 

nouns. She believes that self-efficacy can be a powerful tool for 

educators to meet the learning needs of students. In the last two 

decades, self-efficacy has become a well-defined concept that is 

supported by a growing body of her research. In this issue, the 

concept of self-efficacy is explored from multiple perspectives. 

Linnen Brink and Pintrich provide a general framework for 

conceptualizing self-efficacy in terms of behavioral, cognitive, 

                                                           
3 Aneta Masiarova, Productive and Unproductive Derivational Suffixes in 

English (Brno: Masaryk University Press, 2015).. 
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and motivational engagement with implications for classroom 

practices. Pajares and Schunk examine self-efficacy as it relates 

specifically to reading and writing. Finally, Walker provides a 

capstone article that provides practical instructional 

recommendations based upon each of the theorists' works that 

teachers can employ to raise self-efficacy in reading and writing. 

She suggests to the readers a synthesis of her research on 

make an intriguing and promising the certain topic, and she also 

hopes that our authors will raise awareness of the potential self-

efficacy theory holds for motivating increased student 

achievement and provide a departure for those readers seeking 

new ways of reaching their students. 

“Teaching Derivational Suffixes to Improve the Vocabulary 

Mastery through Reading Text” by Al-Muthmainnah and friends, 

in e-Journal of English Language Teaching Society (ELTS) Vol. 2 

No. 1 2014 – ISSN 2331-1841.
4
 Her research was aimed at 

improving the vocabulary mastery of the second-grade language 

major students at MAN 1 Palu in comprehending simple 

derivational suffixes. It was a pre-experimental research design. 

The sample was 22 students of the second-grade students. The 

instrument of data collection was a test which was administered 

twice called pre-test and post-test. The result of data analysis 

                                                           
4 Jos E Al-Muthmainnah and Ohoiwutun, Teaching Derivational Suffixes to 

Improve Vocabulary Mastery Through Reading text, Journal of English Language 

Teaching Society (ELTS), 2014, II. 
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showed that the t-counted value (17.75) was higher than t-table 

value (2.080) by applying 0.05 level of significance and the 

degree of freedom (df) 21. It means that the teaching of 

derivational suffixes through reading text can improve the 

vocabulary mastery of the second-grade students at MAN 1 Palu. 

They suggests the English teacher may offer or provide good 

devices, such as video or game in teaching to attract students‘ 

attention to comprehend the theory of English subject. 

Furthermore, the theory of derivational suffixes should be taught 

with simple examples through simple sentence until they can 

construct better sentences. 

“Derivational and Semantic Relations of Croatian Verbs” by 

KrešimirŠojat and friend, in Journal of Language Modelling Vol 

0, No 1 (2012).
5
 The paper deals with certain morph semantic 

relations between Croatian verbs and discusses their inclusion in 

Croatian WordNet. The morph semantic in question are the 

semantic relations between un-prefixed infinitives and their 

prefixed derivatives. They introduce the criteria for the division of 

aspectual pairs and further discuss verb pre-fixation, which results 

in combinations of prefixes and base forms that can vary in terms 

of meaning from compositional to completely idiosyncratic. The 

focus is on the regularities in semantic modifications of base 

                                                           
5 Krešimir Šojat, Matea Srebačić, and Marko Tadić, ‗Derivational and 

Semantic Relations of Croatian Verbs‘, Journal of Language Modelling, 0.1 (2012), 

111 <https://doi.org/10.15398/jlm.v0i1.34>. 
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forms modified by one prefix. The procedure is aim to establish a 

set of morph semantic relations based on regular or reoccurring 

meaning alternations. They result from combinations of one prefix 

and base forms, were first divided into four major groups and 

further into several subgroups. Combinations of multiple prefixes 

with the same base form and their influence on lexical meaning 

have yet to be investigated. It could be potentially lead to a further 

expansion of the morph semantic relations as stated here. 

B. Theoretical Review 

1. Communications Social Interaction 

Human is destined to socialize and interact with each 

other. The intention of communicating with others is many, 

which one of those to get information and to exchange 

information. Humans as a social being need to interact and 

communicate with others in society. Communication as a 

practice of conveying information is omitted an old theme, as 

old as human civilization. For the human being, it conducted 

to share knowledge and experience with others. It is also an 

important part that cannot be separated from human‘s activity, 

both as an individual and a group. Humans are 

communicating with the family member, friend, neighbor, 

colleague, even with themselves.
6
 By communicating, the 

human being will be able to exchange information, sharing, 

                                                           
6 Ngainun Naim, Dasar-Dasar Komunikasi Pendidikan (Jogjakarta: Ar-Ruzz 

Media, 2011). 
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developing themselves and sharing other advantages. Without 

communicating, human being will never be improved. We can 

imagine how lonely this life would be. Interaction with other 

human beings is advantageous to maintain our human 

existence. 

Communication is understood in the present chapter as 

the exchange and negotiation of information between at least 

two individuals through the use of verbal or non-verbal 

symbols, oral and written/visual modes, production and 

comprehension processes.
7
 In this sense, communication 

involves the continuous evaluation and negotiation of 

meaning on the part of the participants. 

Human communication may take place using any of the 

available sensory modes (hearing, sight, etc.), and the 

differential study of these modes, as used in the 

communicative activity, is carried on by Semiotics.
8
 A 

contrast which is often made, especially by psychologists, is 

between verbal and non-verbal to refer to the linguistic v. the 

non-linguistic features of communication (the latter including 

facial expressions, gestures, etc., both in humans and 

animals). However, the ambiguity of the term ‗verbal‘ here, 

implying that language is omitted a matter of ‗words‘, makes 

                                                           
7 Jack C. Richards and Richard W. Schmidt, Language and Communication 

(new york: Longman, 1993). 

8 Ingemann and Crystal, LXXIV. 
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this term of limited value to linguistic, and they do not usually 

use it. 

Morphology is the study of word formation – how words 

are built up from smaller pieces. It also the branch of grammar 

which studies the structure or forms of words, primarily 

through the use of the morpheme constructs. It is traditionally 

distinguished from syntax, which deals with the rules 

governing the combination of words in sentences. It is 

generally divided into two fields: the study of inflectional 

morphology and of word-formation (lexical or derivational 

morphology) – a distinction which is sometimes accorded 

theoretical status (split morphology). It seems when we 

analyzing morphological structure which will be appeared the 

questions as what does this word have? What does each of 

them mean? How are they combined? Actually, in fact, if we 

are asked to do any sort of linguistic analysis, we‘ll be given a 

set of data includes the words or sentences from some 

language that generally isn‘t. But in occasionally, in English, 

it asked to find out the patterns in the words/sentences. Then, 

from the asking above researcher tries to analysis of word 

formation or a piece from the sentence. It uses to practice for 

researcher and giving example also to the reader, using mass 

media as a subject of the research. 
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2. Morpheme as the Study of Word Formation 

The morphology is the study of word formation, of the 

structure of words. Furthermore, some observations about 

words and their structure such as some words can be divided 

into parts which still have meaning, many words have meant 

by themselves.
9
 But, some words have meaning only when 

used with other words, some of the parts into which words can 

be divided can stand alone as words. Those are word-parts 

that can occur only in combination must be combined in the 

correct way languages create new words systematically study 

and learning about morphemes and how to combine 

morpheme to be a word. 

The coverage in morphology is the difference between 

lexical items and word, morpheme and  morphology, 

monomorphic and polymorphic, allomorph, root: base: the 

stem of a word, the process of inflection, all of the coverage 

that exists in the derivation, blending and compounding. The 

word is very important for students, words have the main role 

in the study of language as stated by Katamba that ―words are 

the very rewarding object of study ―. An understanding of the 

nature of words provides us as the key that open the door to 

an understanding of important aspect language in general. 

                                                           
9 Packer, ‗Packer‘, 

Http://Www.Mathcs.Duq.Edu/~packer/Courses/Psy598/Ling-Morphology. 
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That aspect of language is the vocal symbol which is arbiter; 

there is no natural relation between sound and meaning. 

According to Rachma die says ―it is clear that words do 

not always constitute the smallest parts.
10

 These smaller parts 

are called morphemes‖. The concept of morpheme differ form 

of the concept word, as may morphemes cannot stand as 

words on their own. A morpheme is free if it can stand alone, 

or bound if it is used exclusively alongside a free morpheme. 

Such as /-s/, /-ly/, /im-/, /un-/ are called bound morpheme. 

English example: the word “unbreakable” has three 

morphemes “un-“(meaning not X) a bound morpheme, “-

break-“ a free morpheme and “-able‖. “un-“ is also a prefix, 

“-able” is a suffix. Both are affixes. Based on the statement 

above, the researcher concludes that morpheme is the smallest 

parts that construct words. 

Meanwhile, according to Yudi categories type of 

morphemes into:
11

 

a. Bound vs Free Morphemes 

As normally, bound morphemes are morphemes 

which cannot stand alone, those are typically attached to 

another form, e.g. re-, -ist, -ed, -s, -ly in the word such as 

                                                           
10 Sabrony Rachmadie, Buku Materi Pokok Vocabulary (Jakarta: Penerbit 

Karunika Jakarta Universitas Terbuka, 1990). 

11 Prayoga J. A Latief Andrian M Yudi, Bambang c., Introduction to 

Morphology and Syntax (Jakarta: Pusat Penerbitan Universitas Terbuka Jakarta, 

2001). 
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return, typist, wanted, books, and manly, bound 

morphemes are known as affixes. They include prefixes 

and suffixes (further discussion is presented in the next 

module). The set of affixes which fall into the bound 

category can also be divided into two types, namely 

derivational and inflectional morphemes. The free 

morphemes are morphemes are which can stand by 

themselves as single words, e.g. open, tour, tree, teach, 

tough, and.Free morphemes also fall into two categories. 

In the first category is that set of ordinary nouns, 

adjectives, and verbs which carry the ―content‖ of 

messages a speaker conveys. These free morphemes are 

called lexical morphemes e.g. boy, man, house, tiger, 

sad, sincere. The other group of free morphemes is 

called functional morphemes, e.g. end, but, when, 

because, on, near, in, the. So, from the explanation above 

you can learn that the word ―man‖ consists of one free 

morpheme but ―manly‖ two: one free and one bound 

morpheme. Whereas ―dishonestly‖ consists of there: one 

free and two bound morphemes. 

b. Root vs Nonroots 

The roots constitute nuclei (or the core central parts) 

of all words, there are more than one root in a single 

word, e.g. blackbirds, catfish, and breakwater. Some 

roots may have unique occurrences. For example, the 
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unique element cran- in cranberry does not constitute 

the nucleus of any other word, but it occurs in the 

position occupied by roots such as in redberry, 

blueberry, blackberry, and breakwater. 

Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish between roots 

and non-oots. This is because some roots become non-

roots and vice verse. The non-roots –ism in pragmatism, 

communism, fascism, for instance, has become a full root 

in a sentence such as :I’m disgusted with all these isms. 

This ism fills the position of both a root and a non root – 

as a suffix, it is a non root and as a noun, it is a root. 

On the other hand, the root like becoming the non 

root–ly, for instance, man-like become manly.  

c. Roots and Stems 

Stems are composed of the nucleus consisting of one 

or more roots, or the nucleus plus any other non root 

(bound) morphemes. Example, the form ―man‖ in 

―manly‖ is at the same time root and a stem. Another 

example, the form ―breakwater‖ is the stem of 

―breakwater‖, but it is not a single root. There are two 

root morphemes break and water. 

d. Nuclei vs Non-nuclei 

The nucleus of morphological construction consists 

of  a root, or  a combination of a root. The non nucleus is 

made up of non roots. In boyishness, the element boy is 
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the nucleus and –ishness constitute the non nucleus. In 

breakwater, the nucleus breakwater consists of two 

roots. 

e. Nuclear vs Peripheral Structure 

Nuclear structure consists of or contains the nucleus. 

A peripheral morpheme usually consists of a non root, 

and it is always ―outside‖ of the nuclear constituent. In 

the word formal, the nuclear element is formed and the 

peripheral element is –al. In the word formalize the 

nuclear structure is formal- and the peripheral element is 

–ize. In formalized, formalize- is the nuclear and –eris 

the peripheral.  

f. Derivational and Inflectional 

Some morpheme derives or create new words by 

either changing the meaning of the part of speech are 

called derivational morphemes. In another  morpheme 

change neither parts of speech nor meaning, but only 

refine and give extra grammatical information about the 

already the existing meaning of the word. It's called as 

the inflectional morphemes. 

3. Derivational Suffixes 

A term used in morphology to refer to one of the two 

main categories or processes of word-formation (derivational 

morphology), the other being inflection (al); also sometimes 
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called derivatology.
12

 These terms also apply to the two types 

of affix involved in word-formation. Omitted the result of a 

derivational process is a new word (e.g. nation ⇒national), 

whereas the result of an inflectional (or non-derivational) 

process is a different form of the same word (e.g. nations, 

nationals). The distinction is not totally clear-cut, however 

(e.g. how best to analyse-ly in English). Derivational affixes 

change the grammatical class of morphemes to which they are 

attached (as in suffixation, e.g. -tion is a noun-forming 

derivational suffix); they also usually occur closer to the root 

morpheme than do inflections, e.g. nation-al-ize+ -ing/-s/-d. 

a. Definition of Derivational Suffixes 

Derivational is the process by which affixes combine 

with roots to create new words (e.g. in 'modern-ize', 

'read-er', '-ize' and '-er' are derivational suffixes). The 

derivation is viewed as using existing words to make new 

words. 

The phonological condition of a suffix with the final 

segment of the base triggering is a dissimilation of the 

final sound of the suffix. The opposite process, 

assimilation can also be observed, for example with the 

regular English past tense ending, it is realized as [d] 

after voiced sounds (vowed, pinned) and [t] after 

                                                           
12 Ingemann and Crystal, LXXIV. 
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unvoiced sounds (kissed, kicked). In another, the 

insertion of [«] with words ending in [t] and [d] (mended, 

attempted) can be analyzed as a case of dissimilation. 

Such a state of affairs, where one variant (-ar) is 

exclusively found in one environment, whereas the other 

variant (-al) is exclusively found in a different 

environment, it is called complementary distribution. 

Complementary distribution is always an argument for 

the postulation of a two-level analysis with an underlying 

and a surface level.
13

  Furthermore, there is one element 

from which the elements on the second level, the surface 

level, can be systematically derived (e.g. by phonological 

rules). The idea of complementary distribution is not only 

used in science, but also in everyday reasoning. For 

example, in the famous novel Dr. Jekylland Mr. Hide, 

both men are the surface realizations of one underlying 

schizophrenic personality, with one realization appearing 

by night, the other by daylight. They are 

complementarily distributed, in morphological terms they 

could be said to be allomorphs of the same morpheme. 

Suffixes are the primary morphological component 

used to derive new words from already existing words. 

St. Clair, Monaghan and Ramsar are investigating the 

                                                           
13 Ingo Plag, Word-Formation in English (Review), Language, 2002, LXXXII 

<https://doi.org/10.1353/lan.2006.0013>. 
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general suffixing preferences in world languages; they 

analyses attribute the influential linguist, Edward Sapir as 

suggesting that, ―There is a universal tendency across 

natural languages for morphemes that modify either the 

grammatical or semantic properties of words to attach to 

the end‖, as opposed to prefixing or in fixing.
14

  The 

suffixes are capable of effecting four changes upon a 

word: phonologic, orthographic, semantic, and changes 

in word class. 

b. Characteristics and Type of Derivational Suffixes 

Suffixes will be categorized here in a simple manner, 

it defined some categories: nominal suffixes,
15

 verbal 

suffixes, adjectival suffixes, and adverbial suffixes.  Those 

are well over a hundred suffixes, it's impossible to list 

meanings, variant spellings, allomorphs, and example 

applications for them all; therefore, for each of the four 

categories mentioned above, only a few productive and 

unproductive examples—as well as their application 

restrictions when possible—will be described for each 

class.  

                                                           
14 Michelle C. St. Clair, Padraic Monaghan, and Michael Ramscar, 

‗Relationships between Language Structure and Language Learning: The Suffixing 

Preference and Grammatical Categorization‘, Cognitive Science, 33.7 (2009), 1317–

29 <https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1551-6709.2009.01065.x>. 

15 Laurie Bauer, English Word-Formation (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press (CUP), 1983). 
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1) Nominal Suffixes 

Nominal suffixes are added to noun, verb, or 

adjective bases to derive nouns. For example, by 

taking the adjective kind and adding the suffix –ness 

(meaning ―the state or quality of being X‖), we create 

the word kindness, meaning ―the state or quality of 

being kind.‖ This is considered by Plag to be the most 

productive in English; he states that it and its semantic 

sister -ity“ can attach to practically any adjective‖.
16

  

The nominal suffix -dom, on the other hand, was 

thought a century ago to be no longer productive in 

English but has since been shown to be slightly 

productive. This suffix creates abstract nouns and is 

paraphrased as meaning the ―state or condition of 

being X‖, as in stardom, or as denoting domains and 

territories, as in kingdom. 

2) Verbal Suffixes 

According to Bauer, he defined two suffixes 

through which verbs are primarily derived from nouns 

and adjectives: -ify and –ize.
17

  When deriving verbs 

from adjectives, the former creates the meaning ―to 

make X‖, as when we create simplify from simple. 

                                                           
16 Plag, LXXXII. 

17 Plag, LXXXII. 
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When forming verbs from noun bases, the semantic 

effect shifts slightly to ―to make into X‖, for example 

when deriving mummify from mummy. Bauer and 

Huddleston comment that while this suffix has not 

historically been used to make many words, it is still 

productive in the formation of new words; they give 

the example yuppify, which demonstrates present 

productivity as the lexical item yuppie (an acronym 

interestingly coupled with the suffix -ie) has been 

added relatively recently to the English lexicon.
18

 

3) Adjectival Suffixes 

The majority of adjectival suffixes typically form 

two types of adjectives: relational adjectives and 

qualitative adjectives. Relational adjectives ―related 

the noun the adjective qualifies to the base word of the 

derived adjective‖.
19

  For example, in the phrase 

congressional election, we have added –al to 

Congress in order to modify the noun election as one 

―having to do with Congress‖. This demonical suffix 

–al is highly productive in English—especially in 

bases ending in –ation and –ment and also manifests 

through the allomorphs –able –ual, as in colonial and 

                                                           
18 Laurie Bauer. 

19 Plag, LXXXII. 
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ritual. A less productive suffix forming relational 

adjectives is –ary, which is now producing only with 

noun bases ending in –ion. 

4) Adverbial Suffixes 

Adverbs are most productively derived using the 

following three suffixes: -ly, -ward, and –wise.
20

  The 

suffix –wise derives adverbs from nouns, and Plag 

divides these into two subgroups: manner/dimension 

adverbs and viewpoint adverbs. In manner/dimension 

adverbs, -wise denotes ―in the manner of X, like X‖, 

as in they moved in a clockwise direction. The 

viewpoint adverbs ending in –wise are less productive 

and mean ―with respect to, in regard to, concerning 

X‖, as in Healthwise, this is not a good choice.
21

 

Bauer points out that –ly is also added quite 

productively to form adverbs from adjectives, as when 

we derive greedily from greedy. Restrictions on the 

attachment of adverbial –ly are phonological in nature, 

and include the attachment to adjectives already 

ending in –ly. For example, the adjective deadly 

would not take an allomorph of –ly to create deadly.
22

 

                                                           
20 Laurie Bauer. 

21 Plag, LXXXII. 

22 Laurie Bauer. 
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c. Function and Meaning  

Maclin states ―A suffix is an ending added to a word 

which usually changes the parts of speech of the word 

and may also change the meaning of the word‖.  From 

those explanations above, it can be confirmed that 

derivational suffixes are bound morphemes which are 

added at the end of a word then they can change and 

create a new word. In addition to this explanation, 

Katamba asserts ―The process of suffixation or suffixing 

is common in English in the derivational formation of 

lexical items‖. It shows that this process exists in word 

formation of English.
23

 

Referring to the previous explanation, the result of 

the word formation process is new word production. It 

belongs to vocabulary which acts as a foundation to bring 

full domination to the language skills. Richards 

comments ―Vocabulary is one of the most obvious 

components of language and one of first thing applied in 

linguistics turned their attention‖. This sentence shows 

that a word exists in the process of word formation since 

it changes the category of words and it depicts the 

importance of vocabulary as asserted by Thornbury ―You 

can say very little with grammar, but you can say almost 

                                                           
23 İsmail Fırat Altay. 
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anything with words‖.
24

 Therefore, it explains that 

grammar and vocabulary must be taught integrated since 

they connect each other. It can be very little to deliver 

without grammar and can be nothing to elaborate without 

vocabulary. 

4. Jakarta Post as Mass Media to Communicate 

Mass media means reaching a large audience using 

different kinds of communication methods. In this developed 

era, the technology through which this communication takes 

place varieties. Mass media is communication devices for 

communicate, which can be used to communicate and interact 

with a large number of audiences in a different language. The 

broadcast media such as radio, recorded music, film, and 

television transmit their information electronically. Print 

media use a physical object such as a newspaper, book, 

pamphlet, or comic to distribute their information. 

In this global era, the internet holds a great role in 

communication. Many mass media outlets have a presence on 

the web, by such things as having TV ads that link to a 

website. They can utilize the easy accessibility use the 

internet, and they can outreach that internet affords, as 

information can easily be broadcast to many different regions 

of the world simultaneously and cost-efficiently.  

                                                           
24 Al-Muthmainnah and Ohoiwutun, II. 
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As stated, that the media to deliver information varies, 

which one of those is a newspaper, as well as the holds a great 

role in communication and how accessible it is, newspaper 

happens to link to a website in order to make the audience get 

easy. One of the most popular newspaper websites that have 

the most articles read, view by the reader is The Jakarta Post 

or commonly also known as any times. It is also a long-

running newspaper since 1983. The articles here written by 

many writers and also provided, those are many information 

or news from around the world, especially in Indonesia. 

Actually, the Jakarta Post was started as collaboration 

between for Indonesian media under the urging of information 

Minister Ali Murtopo and Politician Jusuf Wanandi. After the 

first issue was printed on 25 April 1983, it spent several years 

with minimal advertisements and increasing circulation. After 

a change in chief editors in 1991, it began to take a more 

vocal pro-democracy point of view. The paper was one of the 

few Indonesian English-language dailies to survive the 1997 

Asian financial crisis and currently has a circulation of about 

40,000. 

Jakarta Post as the newspaper also seeks to influence 

public opinion on various social, political or moral matters, its 

language frequently contains vocabulary with evaluative 

connotation, such as to allege (the person who allegedly 

committed the crime), to claim (the defendant claims to know 
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anything about it). This cast some doubt on what is started 

further and make it clear to the reader that those are not yet 

affirmed facts. The elements of appraisal use of specific 

vocabulary but in synthetic constructions are indicating the 

lack of surely on the part of the reporter as the correctness of 

the facts reported or their desire to avoid responsibility. 

The Jakarta Post also features both a Sunday and Online 

edition, which go into detail not possible in the daily print 

edition. The readers are the most foreigners and educated 

Indonesians. It also noted for being a training ground for local 

and international reporters, The Jakarta Post has won several 

words and been described as being ―Indonesia‘s leading 

English-language daily‖. The Jakarta Post is a member of 

Asia News Network. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

 

This chapter intends to present the methodology used by the 

researcher in the research. It will explain the type of the research, 

method, and technique of the research. The researcher will describe 

the steps of the research. 

A. Research Design 

In data analyzing, the researcher using qualitative research 

method to identify and to describe derivational suffixes found in 

Editorial of The Jakarta Post in edition June 2018 based on 

morphological analysis to improve the writing skills and abilities. 

Qualitative research is an approach to the study of social 

phenomena; its various genres are naturalistic and interpretative, 

and they draw on different methods of inquiry. Some 

characteristics of qualitative research are: take places in the 

natural world, uses various methods that are interactive and 

humanistic, it is emergent rather that prefigured and 

fundamentally interpretative.
1
Qualitative research has some 

purposes, are; describing, and reporting the creation of key 

concepts, theory generation, and testing.
2
 

                                                           
1Catherine Marshall, et. al. Designing Qualitative Research, Third ed, (United 

States of America: Sage, 1999), p. 2-3. 

2Louis Cohen, et. al. Research Methods in Education. Sixth ed. (USA and 

Canada: Routledge, 2007), p. 168. 
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According to Moleong “A qualitative research is research 

without any calculating and numbering”. Kind of this research is 

a descriptive study. It hasn’t the purpose test the certain 

hypothesis but just describes some variable and condition 

naturally.
3
  Relating to this, Bogdan and Taylor define qualitative 

research as a research procedure resulting in descriptive data in 

the form of written or spoken words from the people and object 

being observed. The researcher used descriptive qualitative 

research. Descriptive qualitative research is a research that carried 

out with the main aim to the given description about a condition 

objectively. According to Djama’an and Aan qualitative research 

is a research approach that reveals certain social situations by 

describing the real correctly, the shape of the words based on 

techniques of collecting and analyzing relevant that the gain from 

the natural situation.
4
 The researcher takes qualitative research 

because this research is to identify derivational suffixes found in 

Editorial of The Jakarta Post in edition June 2018 and each 

contributed to the morphological study and writing skills for 

student’s abilities. 

 

 

                                                           
3Suharsimi Arikunto, Manajemen Penelitian, (Jakarta: PT. Rineka Cipta, 

2007), p. 234. 

4Djama’an Satori and AanKomariah, MetodologiPenelitianQualitatif, 

(Bandung: ALFABETA CV, 2012), p. 25.  
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B. The subject of The Study 

The subject of this study is the editor of The Jakarta Post 

on June 2018. It is identified to get the contributions to the 

morphological study and writing skills for student abilities. The 

researcher feels the conditions of the morphological structure in 

our division are used as consideration in determining the 

contribution to the writing course, especially at English 

Education Department in Education and Teacher Training 

Faculty Walisongo State University of Islamic Studies. 

C. Source of Data 

The main data collected which provides the information of 

Editorial of The Jakarta Post in June 2018. There are main data 

resources; those are Newspaper Jakarta Post and World-wide-

web of Jakarta Post. 

D. The focus of the Research 

In this research, the researcher focuses on analyzing the 

editorial of The Jakarta Post in June until December 2018. For 

that reason, this work is focused on derivational suffixes on the 

editorial of Jakarta post on June 2018, which has derivational 

suffixes found in Jakarta Post in June 2018. 

E. The technique of Collecting Data 

The technique of data collection of this study is scrutinizing 

or attentive observation method. Scrutinizing or attentive 

observation method is to observe the use of language both orally 

and in writing. If the data is written languages such as narrative 
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text, mass media language, and etc., we can also use this 

method.
5
 The data are taken from The Jakarta Post and other 

supporting data related to the object study by reading in as much 

as it is kinds of printed journalism presented in written language. 

The technique in collecting data in this research involves several 

activities that are;  

The first step of the data collection procedure was reading the 

newspaper. The researcher read TheJakarta Post in an edition of 

June 2018, it is considered as the data. The data are editorials on 

The Jakarta Post in the edition of June 2018. 

The second step was identification. The researcher identified 

derivational suffixes found in The Jakarta Post. The third step 

was the classification. The data that had been identified were then 

classified based on derivational suffixes characteristic. To 

simplify data, the researcher selected the representative of each 

pattern from the whole classified patterns of derivational suffixes 

and it will be analyzed. 

The researcher needs some reference which related to the 

study. These are aimed to help the researcher in analyzing the 

data. There were several steps that the researcher did in collecting 

the reference, as follows: 1) Looking for books related to the 

study from the library, 2) Looking for any materials related from 

                                                           
5Mahsun, MetodePenelitian Bahasa TahapanStrategi, Metode, danTekniknya, 

(Jakarta: 

PT Raja Grafindo,2005), p.92-93. 
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Internet, 3) Looking for any thesis related to the study from the 

digital library. 

F. Data Analysis Technique 

Analysis of derivational suffixes is an action of analyzing the 

word attached by derivational suffixes in the editorials on The 

Jakarta Post in an edition of June 2018. This study is descriptive; 

therefore, it just describes the derivational suffixes in editorials on 

The Jakarta Post in an edition of June 2018. In analyzing the data, 

it includes qualitative data. To analyze it, the writer has taken 

from the editorials on The Jakarta Post in an edition of June 2018. 

The writer analyzes the derivational suffixes in the editorials on 

The Jakarta Post in an edition of June 2018 by doing some 

following steps: 

1. Finding out the words in the editorials on The Jakarta Post in 

an edition of June 2018. This is going to employ a table to 

describe it. 

2. Listing the word in the editorials on The Jakarta Post in an 

edition of June 2018. 

3. Classifying the bases of roots in the editorials on The Jakarta 

Post in an edition of June 2018 depends on their part of 

speech. 

4. Describing the derivational suffixes of the word in the 

editorials on The Jakarta Post in an edition of June 2018. 
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Table 3.1 Example of theme 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Happiness Noun Happy Adj. -ness 
Noun 

Maker 

 

5. Explaining and describing of the derivational suffixes found 

in Jakarta post edition of June 2018. 

The researcher will describe and explain the derivational 

suffixes used The Jakarta editorials on The Jakarta Post in an 

edition of June 2018 in the like types of derivational suffixes. 

6. The conclusion to answer the research question demands. 

In this step, the researcher  resulted of both analyses will 

result in findings and then those will be identified more to get 

the contribution to morphological study and the writing skills 

to improve student abilities, especially at the English 

Education Department in Education and Teacher Training 

Faculty Walisongo State University of Islamic Studies. Then 

the researcher will make a conclusion based on the result of 

the research that was done before. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, the researcher shows the result identification 

of the analyzing editorial of The Jakarta Post in edition June 2018. It 

will be identified to get the contributions to the morphological study 

and writing skills for students abilities. 

A. Research Finding 

The researcher feel the condition of the morphological study 

in our division are used as consideration on determining the 

contribution to the writing course, especially at English Education 

Department in Education and Teacher Training Faculty 

Walisongo State University of Islamic Studies. 

Analysis of derivational suffixes is an action of analyzing the 

word attached by derivational suffixes in the editorials on The 

Jakarta Post in the edition of June 2018. This study is descriptive; 

therefore, it just describes the derivational suffixes in editorials on 

The Jakarta Post in edition of June 2018. 

In identifying derivational suffixes, the researcher makes a list 

of derivational suffixes types. The objects of identification are 

words, phrases, clauses and sentences containing derivational 

suffixes which can be identified in the newspaper previously 

mentioned as the object of the thesis. This identification is done to 

give some contributions to semantic as practically and writing 

course. 
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1. The Jakarta Post 

Jakarta Post as the newspaper also seeks to influence 

public opinion on various social, political or moral matters, its 

language frequently contains vocabulary with evaluative 

connotation, such as to allege (the person who allegedly 

committed the crime), to claim (the defendant claims to know 

nothing about it). Some people doubt on what is stated further 

and make it clear to the reader that those are not yet affirmed 

facts. Elements of appraisal use of specific vocabulary but in 

synthetic constructions indicating lack of surety on the part of 

the reporter as to the correctness of the facts reported or 

his/her desire to avoid responsibility.
1
 

The headline of news items, apart from giving 

information about the subject-matter, also carry a considerable 

amount of appraisal (the size and the placement of headline, 

the use of emotionally colored words and the element of 

emotive syntax), thus indicating an interpretation of the facts 

in the news items follows. 

But the principle vehicle of interpretation and appraisal is 

the newspaper article, and editorial, in particular. Editorials 

(leading articles) are characterized by subjective handling of 

facts, political or otherwise, and therefore have more in 

                                                           
1 ‗The Jakarta Post‘, Wikipedia Bahasa Indonesia, Ensiklopedia Bebas, 2004, 

p. 2004 

<https://id.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=The_Jakarta_Post&oldid=11952775>. 
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common with political essays or articles and should rather be 

classed as belonging to the publicity style than to newspaper. 

However, newspaper publicity writing bears the stamp of its 

own style. Though it seems natural to consider newspaper 

articles, editorials included, as coming within the system or 

English newspaper style, it is necessary to note that such 

articles are an intermediate phenomenon characterized by a 

combination of styles of the newspaper style and publicity 

style. In other words, they may be considered hybrids. 

2. Analyzing the derivational suffixes found in The Jakarta 

Post. 

Those suffixes categorize here in a simple manner; it 

defined some categories: nominal suffixes, verbal suffixes, 

adjectival suffixes, and adverbial suffixes.
2
 As there are well 

over a hundred suffixes, it is impossible to list meanings, 

variant spellings, allomorphs, and example applications for 

them all; therefore, for each of the four categories mentioned 

above, only a few productive and unproductive examples—as 

well as their application restrictions when possible describing 

for each class. 

a. Nominal and Demonical Suffixes  

Nominal suffixes are added to noun, verb, or 

adjective bases to derive nouns. For example, by taking 

                                                           
2 Bauer, L, English Word-Formation … p. 73. 
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the adjective kind and adding the suffix –ness (meaning 

―the state or quality of being X‖), we create the word 

kindness, meaning ―the state or quality of being kind.‖ 

This suffix is considered by Plag to be the most 

productive in English; he states that it and its semantic 

sister -ity― can attach to practically any adjective‖. In 

otherwise, in the phrase congressional election, we have 

added –al to congress in order to modify the noun 

election as one ―having to do with congress‖. This 

denominal suffix –al is highly productive in English—

especially in bases ending in –ation and –ment and also 

manifests through the allomorphs –ial and  –ual, as in 

colonial and ritual. 3 

a. 1. Nominal Suffixes 

a. 1. 1. Suffixes using –ness 

In this type the researcher found 4 Suffixes 

using –ness. The structure of word is Adjective + 

-ness (appendix 1), like this word bellow: 

                                                           
3 Plag, LXXXII. 
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Happiness (paragraph 8th, 13 June 2018) 

Happiness 

 

 

     Happy (Adj)             +         -ness (noun maker) 

 

Table 4.1 Suffixes using –ness 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Happiness Noun Happy Adj. -ness 
Noun 

Maker 

 

Happiness is created by two morphemes, they 

are happy (base morpheme), and -ness (bound 

morpheme). Morpheme happy is an adjective 

category, and -ness is a suffix. Happiness (noun): 

happy (adjective) + -ness are derivational affixes 

when they are combined since Happiness change 

the lexical category and the meaning. That is 

adjective (happy: feeling or showing pleasure) 

changes into a noun happiness: to find true 

happiness). 
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1) Weakness (paragraph 3rd, 6 June 2018) 

Weakness 

 

 

                              Weak (noun)       +     -ness (noun maker) 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Weakness Noun Weak Adj. -ness 
Noun 

Maker 

 

Weakness is created by two morphemes, they 

are weak (base morpheme), and -ness (bound 

morpheme). Morpheme weak is an adjective 

category, and -ness is a suffix. Weakness (noun): 

weak (adjective) + -ness are derivational affixes 

when they are combined since Weakness change 

the lexical category and the meaning. That is an 

adjective weak: lacking the power to perform 

physically demanding tasks; having little physical 

strength or energy) changes into a noun 

Weakness: the state or condition of being weak). 

a. 1. 2. Suffixes using –ity 

In this type the researcher found 44 Suffixes 

using –ity. The structure of the word is Adjective 

+ -ity (appendix 1), like this word bellow : 

1) Humanity (paragraph 9th, 8 June 2018) 
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Humanity 

 

 

           Human (adj)        +         -ity (noun maker) 

Table 4.2 suffixes using -ity 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Humanity Noun Human Adj. -ity 
Noun 

Maker 

 

Humanity is constructed by two morphemes, 

they are human (base morpheme), and -ty (bound 

morpheme). Morpheme human is Adjective 

category, and -ty is a suffix. Humanity (noun): 

human (adjective) + -ty are derivational affixes 

when they are combined since humanity change 

the lexical category and the meaning. That is 

Adjective (human: of or connected with people 

rather than animals, machines or gods) changes 

into Noun (humanity: the state of being Person 

rather than a god, an animal or a machine). 
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2) Security (Paragraph 1st; 3rd; 4th
; 
7th, 11 

June 2018 ; paragraph 4th, 26 June 2018; 

paragraph 1st; 3rd, 28 June 2018) 

Security 

 

 

                             Secure (adj)          +          -ity (noun maker) 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Security  Noun Secure Adj. - ity 
Noun 

Maker 

 

Security is constructed by two morphemes, 

they are secure (base morpheme), and -ty (bound 

morpheme). Morpheme secure is Adjective 

category, and -ty is a suffix. Security (noun): 

secure (adjective) + -ty are derivational affixes 

when they are combined since "Security" change 

the lexical category and the meaning. That is 

Adjective (secure: fixed or fastened so as not to 

give way, become loose, or be lost) changes into a 

noun (Security: the state of being free from 

danger or threat). 
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a. 2. Demonical Suffixes 

a. 2. 1. Suffixes using –al 

In this type the researcher found 14 Suffixes 

using –al. The structure of a word is Noun + -al 

(appendix 1), like this word bellow : 

1) National (paragraph 4th; 6th, 22 June 

2018) 

National 

 

 

Nation (noun)   +   -al (Adj. maker) 

 

Table 4.3 suffixes using -al 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. National Adj. Nation  Noun -al 
Adj. 

Maker 

 

National is constructed by two morphemes, 

they are "nation" (base morpheme), and -al 

(bound morpheme). Morpheme nation is a noun 

category, and -al is a suffix. National (adjective): 

nation (noun) + -al are derivational affixes when 

they are combined since National has changed the 

lexical category and the meaning. That is noun 

(nation: a country, especially when thought of as 
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a large group of people living in one area with 

their own government, language, tradition) 

changes into adjective (National: relating to or 

typical of a whole country and its people, rather 

than to part of that country or to other countries). 

2) Operational (paragraph 6th, 19 June 

2018) 

Operational 

 

 

                   Operation (noun)          +          -al 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Operational  Adj. Operation   Noun -al 
Adj. 

Maker 

 

Operational is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are operation (base morpheme), 

and -al (bound morpheme). Morpheme operation 

is a noun category, and -al is a suffix. 

Operational (adjective): operation (noun) + -al 

are derivational affixes when they are combined 

since Operational has changed the lexical 

category and the meaning. That is Noun 

(operation: the action of functioning or the fact of 

being active or in effect) changes into Adjective 
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(Operational: relating to the routine functioning 

and activities of an organization). 

a. 2. 2. Suffixes using –ation 

In this type the researcher found 27 Suffixes 

using –ation. The structure of word is Noun + -

ation (appendix 1), like this word bellow: 

1) Limitation (paragraph 3rd, 6 June 2018) 

Limitation 

 

 

          Limit (verb)        +       -ation (noun maker) 

 

Table 4.4 suffixes using -ation 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Limitation Noun  Limit Verb -ation 
Noun 

Maker 

 

Limitation is formed by two morphemes. 

They are limit (base morpheme) and –ation 

(bound morpheme). Morpheme limit belongs to 

verb category and -ationis suffix. Limitation 

(noun): limit (verb) + -ationare derivational 

affixes when they are combin since Limitation has 

changed the lexical category and the meaning. 

That is a verb (limit: the greatest amount, number, 
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or level of something that is either possible or 

allowed) changes into a noun (Limitation: if 

someone or something has limitations, that person 

or thing is not as good as he, she, or it). 

2) Declaration (paragraph 4th; 5th; 7th, 29 

June 2018) 

Declaration 

 

 

                          Declare (verb)       +     -ation (noun maker) 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Declaration Noun  Declare Verb -ation 
Noun 

Maker 

 

Declaration is formed by two morphemes. 

They are declare (base morpheme) and -

ation(bound morpheme). Morpheme declare 

belongs to verb category and –ation is suffix. 

Declaration (noun): declare (verb) + -ation are 

derivational affixes when they are combined since 

Declaration has changed the lexical category and 

the meaning of it. That is verb (declare: say 

something in a solemn and emphatic manner) 

changes into noun (Declaration: a formal or 

explicit statement or announcement). 
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a. 2. 3. Suffixes using –ment 

In this type the researcher found 25 Suffixes 

using –ment. The structure of word is Noun + -

ment(appendix 1), like this word bellow: 

1) Merriment (paragraph 2nd, 12 June 2018) 

Merriment 

 

 

               Merry (adj.)    +     -ment (noun maker) 

 

Table 4.5 suffixes using -ment 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Merriment  Noun Merry  Adj. -ment 
Noun 

Maker 

 

Merriment is created by two morphemes, they 

are merry (base morpheme), and –ment (bound 

morpheme). Morpheme merry is an adjective 

category, and -mentis a suffix. Merriment (noun): 

merry (adjective) + -ment are derivational affixes 

when they are combined since Merriment change 

the lexical category and the meaning. That is 

adjective (Merry: happy or showing enjoyment) 

change into noun (Merriment: an occasion when 

people laugh or have an enjoyable time together.) 
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2) Amendment (paragraph 2nd, 4th, and 

10th; 8 June 2018) 

Amendment 

 

 

                              Amend (adj)       +       -ment (noun maker) 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Amendment Noun  Amend  Adj.  -ment 
noun 

Maker 

 

Amendment is created by two morphemes, 

they are Amend (base morpheme), and –ment 

(bound morpheme). Morpheme Amend is an 

adjective category, and -mentis a suffix. 

Amendment (noun): Amend (adjective) + -ment 

are derivational affixes when they are combined 

since Amendment change the lexical category and 

the meaning. That is adjective (Amend: make 

minor change to (a text, piece of legislation, etc.) 

in order to make it fairer or more accurate, or to 

reflect changing circumstance) change into noun 

(Amendment: a minor change or addition designed 

to improve a text, piece of legislation, etc). 
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a. 2. 4. Suffixes using –ial 

In this type the researcher found 6 Suffixes 

using –ial. The structure of word is adj./noun + -

ial (appendix 1), like this word bellow: 

1) Differential (paragraph 7th, 7 June 

2018) 

Differential 

 

 

          Different (adj.)      +     -ial (noun maker) 

 

Table 4.6 suffixes using -ial 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Differential Noun Count Adj. -ial 
Noun 

Maker 

 

Differential is created by two morphemes, 

they are Different (base morpheme), and –ial 

(bound morpheme). Morpheme Different is an 

adjective category, and –ial is a suffix. 

Differential (noun): Different (adjective) + -ial 

are derivational affixes when they are combined 

since Differential change the lexical category and 

the meaning. That is adjective (Different: not the 
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same) change into noun (Differential: an amount 

of difference between things that are compared.) 

2) Presidential (paragraph 4th, 21 June 

2018) 

Presidential 

 

 

 President (noun)     +   -ial (adj. maker) 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Presidential  Adj.  President  Noun -ial 
Noun 

Maker 

 

Presidential is created by two morphemes, 

they are President (base morpheme), and –ial 

(bound morpheme). Morpheme President is an 

noun category, and –ial is a suffix. Presidential 

(noun): President (noun) + -ial are derivational 

affixes when they are combined since 

Presidential change the lexical category and the 

meaning. That is noun (President: (the title given 

to) the person who has the highest political 

position in a country that is a republic and who, in 

some of these countries, is the leader of the 

government) change into adjective (Presidential: 

suitable for a president or as is expected of a 
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president, for example by being serious, calm, and 

deserving of respect.). 

a. 2. 5. Suffixes using –ual 

In this type the researcher not found. 

b. Verbal suffixes 

According to Bauer, there are two suffixes 

through which verbs are primarily derived from nouns 

and adjectives: -ify, –ize, and -en.
4
 When deriving 

verbs from adjectives, the former creates the meaning 

―to make X‖, as when we create simplify from simple. 

b. 1. Suffixes using –ify 

In this type the researcher not found. 

b. 2. Suffixes using –ize 

In this type the researcher found 1 Suffixes using 

–ize. The structure of the word is a noun + -ize 

(appendix 1), like this word bellow : 

Characterize (paragraph 2nd, 21 June 2018) 

Characterize 

 

 

       Character (noun)    +    -ize (verb maker) 

 

 

                                                           
4 Laurie Bauer. 
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Table 4.7 suffixes using -ual 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Characterize Verb Character Noun -ize 
Verb 

Maker 

 

Characterize is constructed by two 

morphemes, they are Character (base 

morpheme), and –ize (bound morpheme). 

Morpheme Character isa noun category, and –ize 

is a suffix. Characterize (verb): strength (noun) + 

- ize are derivational affixes when they are 

combined since Characterize has change the 

lexical category and the meaning. That is noun 

(Character: the particular combination of 

qualities in a person or place that makes them 

different from others) change into verb 

(Characterize: to describe something by stating 

its main qualities). 

b. 3. Suffixes using –en 

In this type the researcher found 1 Suffixes using 

–en. The structure of word is noun + -en (appendix 1), 

like this word bellow: 
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Strengthen (paragraph 3rd, 7 June 2018) 

Strengthen 

 

 

          Strength (noun)      +      -en (verb maker) 

 

Table 4.8 suffixes using -en 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Strengthen Verb Strength  Noun -en 
Verb 

Maker 

 

Strengthen is constructed by two morphemes, 

they are strength (base morpheme), and -en(bound 

morpheme). Morpheme strength is a noun category, 

and –en is a suffix. Strengthen (verb): strength (noun) 

+ -en are derivational affixes when they are combined 

since strengthen has change the lexical category and 

the meaning. That is (strength: the ability to do things 

that need a lot of physical or mental effort) change 

into (Strengthen: to make something stronger or more 

effective, or to become stronger or more effective). 

c. Adjectival suffixes 

The majority of adjectival suffixes typically form 

two types of adjectives: relational adjectives and 

qualitative adjectives. Relational adjectives ―relate the 
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noun the adjective qualifies to the base word of the 

derived adjective‖. A less productive suffix forming 

relational adjectives is –ary, which is now productive 

only with noun bases ending in –ion.
5
 

c. 1. Relational adjectives 

In this type the researcher found 32 Suffixes using 

–less, -able, -ion, -ian, -ful and -ary. The structure of 

word is noun + –less, -able, -ion, -ian, -ful and -

ary(appendix 1), like this word bellow: 

c. 1. 1. Countless (paragraph 1st, 20 June 2018) 

Countless 

 

 

               Count (noun)     +     -less (adj. maker) 

Table 4.9 suffixes using -less 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Countless Adj. Count Noun -less 
Adj. 

Maker 

 

Countless is constructed by two morphemes, they 

are count (base morpheme), and -less (bound 

morpheme). Morpheme count is a noun category, and 

-less is a suffix. Countless (adj.): count (noun) + -less 

                                                           
5 Plag, LXXXII. 
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are derivational affixes when they are combined since 

Countless has change the lexical category and the 

meaning. That is (count: to say numbers one after the 

other in order, or to calculate the number of people or 

things in a group) change into (Countless: very many, 

or too many to be counted). 

c. 1. 2. Comfortable (paragraph 8th, 7 June 2018) 

Comfortable 

 

 

           Comfort (noun)        +     -able (adj. maker) 

Table 4.10 suffixes using -able 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Comfortable  Adj. Comfort Noun -less 
Adj. 

Maker 

 

Comfortable is constructed by two morphemes, 

they are comfort (base morpheme), and -able (bound 

morpheme). Morpheme comfort is a noun category, 

and -able is a suffix. Comfortable (adj.): comfort 

(noun) + -able are derivational affixes when they are 

combined since Comfortable has changed the lexical 

category and the meaning. That is (comfort: a pleasant 

feeling of being relaxed and free from pain) change 

into (Comfortable: relaxed and free from pain). 
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c. 1. 3. Egyptian (paragraph 8th, 12 June 2018) 

Egyptian 

 

 

                 Egypt (noun)       +       -ian (adj. maker) 

 

Table 4.11 suffixes using -ian 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Egyptian  Adj. Egypt  Noun -less 
Adj. 

Maker 

 

Egyptian is constructed by two morphemes, they 

are Egypt (base morpheme), and –ian (bound 

morpheme). Morpheme Egypt is a noun category, and 

–ian is a suffix. Egyptian (adj.): Egypt (noun) + -ian 

are derivational affixes when they are combined since 

Egyptian has changed the lexical category and the 

meaning. That is (Egypt: a country in North Africa) 

change into (Egyptian: belonging to or relating to 

Egypt or its people). 
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c. 1. 4. Aviation (paragraph 3rd, 19 June 2018) 

Aviation 

 

 

 

Aviate (noun)       +        -ion (adj maker) 

 

Table 4.12 suffixes using -ion 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Aviation Adj. Aviate Noun -ion 
Adj. 

Maker 

 

Aviation is constructed by two morphemes, they 

are Aviate (base morpheme), and -ion (bound 

morpheme). Morpheme Aviate is a noun category, and 

-ion is a suffix. Aviation (adj.): Aviate (noun) + -ion 

are derivational affixes when they are combined since 

Aviation has changed the lexical category and the 

meaning. That is (Aviate: something about aircraft) 

change into (Aviation: the activity of flying aircraft, of 

designing, producing, and keeping them in a good 

condition). 
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c. 1. 5. Monetary (paragraph 1st; 2 nd, 7 June 2018) 

Monetary 

 

 

                 Money (noun)       +     -ary 

 

Table 4.13 suffixes using -ary 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Monetary Adj. Money  Noun -ary 
Adj. 

Maker 

 

Monetary is constructed by two morphemes, 

they are money (base morpheme), and –ary (bound 

morpheme). Morpheme money is a noun category, 

and –ary is a suffix. Monetary (adj.): money (noun) + 

-ary are derivational affixes when they are combined 

since Monetary has changed the lexical category and 

the meaning. That is (money: coins or notes) change 

into (Monetary: relating to money in a country). 

c. 2. Qualitative adjectives 

  In this type the researcher found 13 Suffixes 

using Qualitative adjectives. The structure of word is 

Adjective Gradable, Comparative, and Superlative 

(appendix 1), like this word bellow: 
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1) Bigger (paragraph 8th, 11 June 2018) 

Bigger 

 

 

  Big (pos. adj.)      +     -er (adj. maker) 

Table 4.14 suffixes using -er 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Bigger   Comp. Adj.  Big   
Pos. 

Adj.  
-er 

Adj. 

Maker 

 

Bigger is constructed by two morphemes, 

they are big (base morpheme), and –er (bound 

morpheme). Morpheme big is a noun category, and –

er is a suffix. Bigger (comp. adj.): big (pos. adj.) + -er 

are derivational affixes when they are combined since 

Bigger has changed the lexical category and the 

meaning. That is (big: large in size or amount) change 

into (Bigger: comparative of big). 

2) Greatest (paragraph 6th, 19 June 2018) 

Greatest 

 

 

Great (pos. adj.)   +     -est (adj. maker) 
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Table 4.15 suffixes using -est 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Greatest    Super. Adj.  Great   
Pos. 

Adj.  
-est 

Adj. 

Maker 

 

Greatest is constructed by two morphemes, 

they are great (base morpheme), and –est (bound 

morpheme). Morpheme great is a noun category, and 

–est is a suffix. Greatest (super. adj.): great (pos. adj.) 

+ -est are derivational affixes when they are combined 

since Greatest has changed the lexical category and 

the meaning. That is (great: famous, powerful or 

important) change into (Greatest: superlative of 

great). 

d. Adverbial Suffixes 

Adverbs are most productively derived using the 

following three suffixes: -ly, -ward, and –wise.
6
 The 

suffix –wise derives adverbs from nouns, and Plag 

divides these into two subgroups: manner/dimension 

adverbs and viewpoint adverbs. In manner/dimension 

adverbs, -wise denotes ―in the manner of X, like X‖, as 

in They moved in a clockwise direction. Viewpoint 

adverbs ending in –wise are less productive, and mean 

                                                           
6 Laurie Bauer. 
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―with respect to, in regard to, concerning X‖, as in 

Health wise, this is not a good choice.7 

d. 1. Suffixes using –ly 

In this type the researcher found 32 Suffixes using 

–ly. The structure of word is noun/adj + –ly (appendix 

1), like this word bellow: 

d. 1. 1. Costly (paragraph 4th, 25 June 2018) 

Costly 

 

               Cost (noun)      +    -ly (adv. maker) 

 

Table 4.16 suffixes using -ly 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Costly Adv. Cost Noun  -ly 
Adv. 

Maker 

 

Costly is created by two morphemes, they are cost 

(base morpheme), and –ly (bound morpheme). 

Morpheme cost is a noun category, and –ly is a suffix. 

Costly (adjective): cost (noun) + -ly are derivational 

affixes when they are combined since costly has 

changed the lexical category and the meaning. That is 

noun (cost: the amount of money that you need in 

                                                           
7 Plag, LXXXII. 
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order to buy) changes into an Adjective (costly: 

costing a lot of money, especially more than you want 

to pay). 

d. 1. 2. Deeply (paragraph 3rd, 19 June 2018) 

Deeply 

 

 

                      Deep (adj.)      +       -ly (adv. Maker) 

No Word 
Part of 

Speech 
Roots 

Part of 

Speech 

Derivational 

Suffixes 
Note 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Deeply Adv. Deep Adj. -ly 
Adv. 

Maker 

 

Deeply is created by two morphemes, they are 

Deep (base morpheme), and –ly (bound morpheme). 

Morpheme cost is a noun category, and –ly is a suffix. 

Deeply (Adv.): Deep (adj) + -ly are derivational 

affixes when they are combined since deeply has 

changed the lexical category and the meaning. That is 

noun (Deep: extending far down from the top or 

surface) changes into an adjective (Deeply: intensely). 

d. 2. Suffixes using –ward 

The researcher not found this type. 

d. 3. Suffixes using –wise 

The researcher not found this type. 
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3. The contribution of the research to English Language 

Department (ELT). 

This research contributes and giving the knowledge about 

morphological analysis, especially in the analysis of 

derivational suffixes found in the Jakarta post June edition of 

2018, to supported the student college in study morphology, 

grammar and teaching writing are fundamental and important 

to English study; it seems to need serious effort. All of them 

are relating to making good writing. Studying writing means 

that studying written text. The students try to convey the 

message as good as possible and understandable in written 

context considering rules of the language they use. A good 

writing is difficult to be acquired. It is clear that from 

identifying about derivational suffixes, the researcher found 

that getting some point needs more attention to use 

derivational suffixes as correct as possible.  

However, the teacher must be responsibility to provide 

good way to students. Teachers are supposed to give some 

knowledge and example of writing to train the students to 

express their ideas in written form, especially in building 

acceptable or coherence sentence or paragraph. Suggestion for 

getting advanced and communicative writing is that to have 

advanced and communicative their writing, students can do 

some activities such as; 
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Analyzing writing work especially the usage of 

derivational suffixes will give more understanding of getting 

advanced and communicative writing, both looking for the 

diction of word and figure of writing content. 

The student must read comprehending the reading 

material, especially The Jakarta Post. It can build their 

morphological awareness to identify the sentences. Moreover, 

the student gets information and entertains material to enrich 

their knowledge from their reading. 

Through trying and practicing, the students will feel that 

they can know their mistake in writing and progress on their 

writing work. 

The students of advanced learner may take the factual text 

as the newspaper for his/her model in writing text. It helps the 

students to develop their writing ability and morphological 

awareness. 

Based reading Jakarta post, it is making a variation of 

vocabulary mastery for the student of ELT as an example to 

improve their writing skill, it also can enrich entertain and 

information. Furthermore, it hopes the student could as a good 

writer with more variation to improve their writing in the 

activity of teaching learning process in the class room. 
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B. Discussion 

The researcher described and identify derivational suffixes 

found in The Jakarta Post June edition of 2018, the researcher 

identified derivational suffixes in the Jakarta Post and found out 

the purpose of using each derivational suffixes. 

After identifying the words, phrases, clauses, or sentences in 

The Jakarta Post, the researcher found out that the use of 

derivational suffixes has some purposes according to its usage and 

context (focusing on the message and information). 

From the identification, the researcher hopes it can be a 

reference both for teacher and students in teaching and learning 

writing, especially English language study. In advance writing, we 

have good skills and abilities to give more understanding of the 

knowledge in getting some good writing exercising. The students 

not only learn how to make good writing, but also they add their 

knowledge in the way of getting communicative to the reader like 

in The Jakarta Post writing content as a model of advanced and 

communicative writing. 

The researcher wishes that this research gives more 

contribution to writing course, morphology and grammar. It is 

dedicated to who interested in writing and to the writing course, 

especially at the English Department in Education and Teacher 

Training Faculty of Walisongo State University of Islamic Studies 

Semarang. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chapter presents three sections, conclusion, suggestion and 

closing. After analyzing and interpreting the obtained data in the 

previous chapter, the conclusion is taken as last part of the research. 

The conclusion below is the answer of research question of this 

research. Then, the following part of this chapter is suggestion to the 

next research. 

A. CONCLUSION 

The researcher would like to give conclusion related to 

what has been explained and discussed in the previous 

chapter. Based on the finding of the data analysis presented in 

the previous chapter the researcher concludes this research. 

Morphology is the study of word formation, of the 

structure of words. Some observations about words and their 

structure such as some words can be divided into parts which 

still have meaning, many words have meaning by themselves. 

But some words have meaning only when used with other 

words, some of the parts into which words can be divided can 

stand alone as words. But others cannot, these word-parts that 

can occur only in combination must be combined in the 

correct way languages create new words systematically study 

and learning about morphemes and how to combine 

morpheme to be a word. 
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Suffixes are the primary morphological component used 

to derive new words from already existing words. Suffixes are 

capable of effecting four changes upon a word: phonologic, 

orthographic, semantic, and changes in word class. Those 

suffixes will be categorized here in a simple manner, it 

defined some categories: nominal suffixes, verbal suffixes, 

adjectival suffixes, and adverbial suffixes. 

The researcher has found derivational suffixes in the 

Jakarta Post of June edition 2018. Those are 4 types 

derivational suffixes, it containing 23 words of derivational 

suffixes. First, Nominal suffixes (2 word using –ness, 2 word 

using –ity) and Denominal Suffixes (2 word using –al, 2 word 

using –ation, 2 word using –ment, 2 word using –ial, 0 word 

using –ual). Second, Verbal suffixes (0 word Suffixes using –

ify, 1 word Suffixes using –ize, 1 word Suffixes using –en). 

Third, adjectival suffixes (5 word using Relational adjectives, 

2 word Suffixes using Qualitative adjectives). Fourth, 

Adverbial Suffixes (2 word Suffixes using –ly. 0 word 

Suffixes using –ward, 0 word Suffixes using –wise). 

This research is to identify the function and the meaning 

of derivational suffixes found in editorial of Jakarta Post in 

June 2018.  In identifying derivational suffixes, the researcher 

makes a list of derivational suffixes types. The objects of 

identification are words, phrases, clauses and sentences 
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containing derivational suffixes which can be identified in the 

newspaper previously mentioned as the object of the thesis. 

This identification is done to give some contributions to 

semantic as practically and writing course. 

This research contributes and gives the knowledge 

about morphological analysis, especially in the analysis of 

derivational suffixes found in the Jakarta post June edition of 

2018, to supported the student college in study morphology, 

grammar and teaching writing are fundamental and important 

to English study; it seems to need serious effort. All of them 

are relating to making good writing.  

B. SUGGESTION 

According to the study, after analyzing and presenting 

data in this research the researcher gives some suggestions for 

the readers, teacher and English Education Department of 

Education and Teacher Training Faculty of Walisongo State 

University of Islamic Studies. 

The researcher stated above that Linguistics is an 

interesting subject, especially morphology. It would be also be 

interesting if the future researcher will analyze the Jakarta 

Post of June edition 2018. The researcher should know that 

researching about Morphology is interesting and challenging 

because the researchers are able to develop their knowledge 
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and understanding about sentence structure. It is expected that 

people who are interested in the same topic being more 

critical in analyzing the data. By reading this thesis, the 

readers are expected to get information and to enrich their 

knowledge about derivational suffixes and writing theory, 

especially in finding excellent written in English. 

The second, teacher as the professional one in the 

teaching process, the researcher hoped can explain more 

morphological analysis and using parsing model analysis for 

derivational suffixes and give examples to make students easy 

to understand. 

The third, this research hopefully will be useful for 

English Education Department of Education & Teacher 

Training Faculty of Walisongo State University of Islamic 

Studies to enrich the sources of morphology and grammar 

studies which is definitely necessary to help English teaching.  

The last, the researcher realizes that this final project is far 

from being perfect, so that constructive critics and advice is 

really expected for the perfection of this final project. 

Hopefully this final project will be useful for everyone in the 

future. Amen. 
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